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Appendix - Tharwa Village Plan – Community Engagement Report – 
Stage 2 

Individual submissions on the Tharwa Draft Village Plan 

The following section includes all submissions received (where permission to publish has been 
granted) regarding the Tharwa Draft Village Plan. Personal details have been removed from the 
submissions and any images or attachments included with the submission omitted from this report. 

Submission 1 – Email received 15 August 2017 – Resident 

I write to you in regards to the recently released Tharwa Draft Village Plan. As a resident of Tharwa 
since mid-2004, I am delighted that the initiative has been taken to develop the plan, and look 
forward to seeing the progression of the village over the coming years. 

However, I am concerned that the plan has not adequately addressed some of the key issues facing 
the village; primarily in the areas of telecommunications and water infrastructure. I quote Page 39 of 
the document which states that “Telecommunications provider Telstra has confirmed the current 
network is sufficient to meet the current needs in the area … Tharwa is identified as having access to 
the National Broadband Network’s satellite network, which commenced during 2016.” 

Neither of these statements are correct, and I am concerned that this will result in the issue being 
overlooked in the future. To begin with, Telstra does not provide an adequate mobile phone 
network in Tharwa: obtaining a phone signal indoors is all but impossible, and even outdoors it is 
very limited. Neither Optus nor Vodafone provide reliable coverage either. Furthermore, Tharwa’s 
copper phone lines are very old and temperamental, resulting in frequent outages. This also means 
that ADSL internet is extraordinarily slow and unreliable, to the point where it is entirely unusable 
for much of the time. Along with many other residents of Tharwa, I have approached both Telstra 
and the ACT government a number of times about this issue but no action has ever been taken. I 
stress that this is a serious issue that affects my life on a daily basis, and one that the Draft Plan has 
failed to address in any meaningful way. 

The National Broadband Network’s satellite service, although officially available in Tharwa, is not 
accessible for the majority of residents. Personally I have contacted a number of service providers, 
as well as NBNco, and each time have been told that it is not accessible at this time. I also wish to 
make the point that if it is made available in the future, it is not a true substitute for an ADSL 
internet connection, as Satellite plans are structured in a way that provides a very small “peak time” 
data allowance. 

I also draw your attention to page 38 of the plan which outlines the issues surrounding Tharwa’s 
water supply. A reference is made to “a non-potable water supply options report” being undertaken, 
but no details of the report are provided, which fails to provide any reassurance to Tharwa’s 
residents who continue to battle an unreliable water supply on a daily basis. I ask that you consider 
the report with this in mind and advise residents of Tharwa of the report’s outcome, or any other 
additional information, as soon as possible. 

I understand the importance of the Draft Plan, but it is of little real value unless the issues that I have 
described are properly considered and, more importantly, acted upon. I trust that you will identify 
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the importance of these issues when considering the short- and long-term development of the 
village. 

Submission 2 – Email received 6 September 2017 – Resident 

Page 1. I agree that Tharwa faces a number of infrastructure, investment and economic challenges 
but not just because of its location and size. It faces these challenges for other reasons such as lack 
of basic government investment in infrastructure such as a regular reliable water system, the school 
and bike paths to and from the village. 

I also note there is no postal delivery to the door in the village, and substandard internet connection. 

Page 2. Tharwa may have underutilised resources. This is in part because of regulations and costs 
impinging on the use of the school grounds and Tennis courts and no provision for local dog owners 
to exercise dogs on or off the lead. (Inflexible regulations were put in place as the ACT government 
would not compromise by allowing people to exercise dogs and collect and remove their 'waste'.) 
This has noticeably impacted the community use of the areas. 

Page 5. Tharwa is a viable community. It is the quality of life in the village and the character of the 
place that is under threat. It is understood that funding is the key to some infrastructure changes but 
some things could be changed at low cost. The water infrastructure has historically been provided 
privately. It is no longer able to meet the needs of the community. Releasing land in the village 
without taking this into consideration would be negligent. 

Map 2 page 7. The grave of Onyong is not located at 8. It is located at Block 4 Section 27. 

Page 25. The Tharwa store and post office has potential to provide convenient shopping and services 
to meet the daily needs of the community with work. This is a matter for the lessee. 

Page 27. Not sure what would be an "identifiable entrance to the main street" or why this would be 
needed. Surely the bridge is identifiable. From the West and South perhaps the entrances to the 
village are less identifiable, leading to vehicles and bikes entering the village at high speed. 

There is no mention of the old elm tree plantings. 

Page 29. As mentioned before the cycle path issues are more urgent along the roads leading in and 
out of the Village. 

Page 33. Landscape setting. No mention has been made of the effect of the dams upstream of 
Tharwa on the Murrumbidgee water flow or of the significant sand mining that was undertaken in 
the last century or its effect on the riparian area. The introduction of log jams, while artificially 
improving habitat for native fish have other consequences on the banks and the safety of the river 
environs. 

Page 45. As previously mentioned land release in the village would be ill advised prior to rectifying 
infrastructure issues. In addition the prior use of the blocks would need to be considered as possible 
contaminants are likely to remain. "Alternative services infrastructure off grid." Tharwa does actually 
have electricity connection and would not be "off grid". 

Page 51 map 15. The new shared pathway along Bridge Street. 

The definition of a shared pathway on page v excludes motorised vehicles such as cars. This would 
remove road access to the houses of residents on Bridge Street. It would also remove access for the 
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garbage collection electricity meter readers, ambulances, and maintenance vehicles. Where exactly 
would residents park? The proposed road at the north side of these blocks was never built. Please 
rethink this idea. Pedestrians and cyclists and horse riders can and do use Bridge Street. 

Submission 3 – Email received 6 September 2017 – Resident 

If any provision design is to enhance/increase either or all; vehicular, pedestrian and cycle to Tharwa 
via Tharwa Drive it must include provision of infrastructure to provide safe crossing of livestock. 

This also encompasses any provision of expansion of dwelling in Tharwa. 

Submission 4 – Email received 14 September 2017 – Resident 

Having worked in the area of community development there are numerous ways in which 
development can be approached. From my exposure, the best and most successful projects have 
been from those that the community has owned from the start and throughout the project's life 
span. They have been projects where the community has built upon existing assets and where the 
focus has been on what the community truly want, not what they get forced upon them. 
Development within communities is best done with the people, rather than to the people. 

Watching the last 18 months of this Draft Plan's development has been astonishing on numerous 
fronts. It is quite amazing that it took so long to write the document with so little engagement or 
community input, cost the taxpayer thousands and that it was stalled in its release. Whilst I respect 
Val Jeffrey and his lifelong commitment to Tharwa, the Village is more than one man or family. I 
requested several times for an update throughout 2016 and was stalled with excuses of new people 
managing the process and then I needed to wait until after the election. The election was September 
2016. And whilst the report is dated June 2017, it wasn’t made public for several months, and only 
were we aware of its release was after we were approached by the weekend Canberra Times for a 
comment. How does one comment on a report about Tharwa’s future without first reading what’s 
been suggested? 

After reading the Draft Report, my question first of all would be, is this something at all community 
members wanted, and secondly were ALL voices from the community heard and listened to? 

My answer to both those questions would be NO. 

Community engagement can be a hard journey to take, especially when you have no relationship 
with the people. In this case, I would say there is none, or very little relationship between the ACT 
Government and the people of Tharwa. There may be 1 or 2 people who feel that they have formed 
a relationship with the Government's representatives but certainly not the majority. 

Community engagement goes beyond 2 meetings in a hall. It takes time and people. 

My next point I would like to highlight is, were the suggestions from those at the 2 meetings taken 
on board. Reading the report it would seem, no. 

As I mentioned above, community development needs to be owned and driven by the community, 
otherwise it becomes a white elephant and there are plenty of those not just in Canberra! 

It is right time, right place, right people for projects to work. 

I am interesting to know what model of community development was utilised by the Directorate to 
ascertain the ideas for Tharwa’s future look. 
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When presenting 18 months’ worth of research, it is always useful to have correct data and present 
facts rather than assumptions. There were numerous mistakes within the Draft Report; these should 
not have passed through the editing stage, even as a draft. 

No mention or acknowledgement at the start of the document of the Ngunnawal People. 

Incorrect placement of a deceased Aboriginal elder on the map. He doesn't rest in De Sallis Cemetery 
and nor should his actual burial site be known at all for cultural reasons. 

Incorrect placement of fish traps in the Murrumbidgee. There are none upstream of the bridge. 

Incorrect placement of a so-called recreation zone downstream of the bridge and below the housing 
line. This was a local kid’s bike track, built roughly and immaturely by them and certainly doesn't 
exist now. 

Incorrect demographic data - there are only 5 children in the 10-14 age bracket and certainly none at 
Outward Bound. This does not equate to them being the largest demographic in the village.  

No referencing to ABS data or for that fact, no referencing at all. 

Tharwa doesn't need: 

ACT Government doing things to us. 

Speed humps to reduce traffic speeds. 

Painted lines in front of the shop telling us how to park. 

Street trees on a busy intersection where there is no public street verge. 

A bike path down Clarrie's Lane, past the church and to join Naas Road on a blind corner. 

The assumption that one voice speaks on behalf of the whole community. 

Tharwa does need: 

To be able to voice what the majority of the community wants, and time to do that. 

A water tank that holds water for both housing and fire brigade use. 

Playground and fitness equipment on the Green, in keeping with the rural nature and river 
surrounds. 

A track along the rivers (Murrumbidgee and Gudgenby) for walking and riding, from Namadgi 
Visitor’s Centre through to Point Hut Crossing. 

Improved land management of the River Corridor. 

Properly constructed wider road edges for road cyclists. 

Greater use of the school facility – either for wider educational purposes (environmental solutions, 
sustainable housing workshops etc) and/or seasonal markets within the grounds, in conjunction with 
Tharwa Bush Fair. 

It was also interesting to note that there is the perception that the arts precinct leading up to and 
including Cuppacumbalong could be doing more to promote Tharwa. The four private businesses 
that operate along Naas Road are operating at, or greater than, capacity. This is not without 
obstacles that small business in Canberra would not face. Communications in Tharwa could be 
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described as, poor at best. Yes Telstra are responsible, however a push from Government for the 
community to have improved access is required, as there isn’t much more we can do without faster 
internet or phone services or in our conversations with Telstra. Should Telstra leave landline pits 
open and there is rain, the township loses landline services until the pits dry out and Telstra repairs 
the line. Telstra tell us to use our mobiles or Internet. Without a privately bought booster, we don’t 
have mobile coverage and without a landline we don’t have Internet during these periods at our 
address. We had 3 extended periods of outages last spring-early summer. So tell me how can we run 
more effective businesses than we already are? 

Tharwa is 30mins from Parliament House and yet our communication services are appalling. If we 
were a remote community in the NT or WA we would not experience these issues. The fact is, we are 
a small population, in safe electorates at both Federal and State/Territory levels. 

Fibre optic lines are directly in front of our businesses and it runs through to Namadgi Visitor’s 
Centre. There is access at the node in the Village. Government lobbying Telstra would enable all 
within the village to access this service. There are elderly people within the Village and its wider 
surrounds. Without access to either landline or mobile services for communication, people are 
unable access vital medical services and family should the need arise. Last year this happened! 

The people of Tharwa operate effectively and efficiently with what they have. We recognise that 
things can change and improve. This change needs to come from within the community and then in 
turn, community speaking with Government, if needed, to proceed with the development it wants. 

To have ideas forced upon people from those who don’t understand the community will lead to 
anger and frustration. All people need to be heard, not just the clanging bell or squeaky wheel. 

Development requires engagement, time and involves listening, not report writing. 

Submission 5 – Email received 19 September 2017 – Resident 

This submission is provided in response to the Tharwa Village draft Village Plan, June 2017. The draft 
Plan is a welcome opportunity for documentation of the issues pertaining to the village, its 
surrounds, and opportunities for progress. 

Disappointingly the draft Plan has basic errors and omissions that undermine the credibility of this 
work, raising the question ‘if this is wrong, how valid are the proposed directions?’ Correcting the 
draft Plan and is important because the Precinct Code based on this Plan will ordain Tharwa’s future. 
It is therefore respectfully suggested that there is further work and significant editing to achieve the 
final Plan. 

Some suggested modifications include: 

Correct errors and omissions in labels and essential information 

Refine the clarity and meaning of the principles ensuring the essential qualities of the place are 
defined 

Articulate accurately the findings from the consultation and background studies (quote verbatim 
rather than an interpretation) 

Expand the site assessment and analysis to provide the logic for the precincts and the evidence for 
the need for and benefits from the proposed interventions (e.g. land use rezoning and land sales, 
tree planting and trails) 
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Provide outcomes statements for the essential components pertinent to each precinct (e.g. buildings 
and vegetation, character and land uses, views and heritage) 

Express the strategies so it is clear how they deliver the outcomes 

Prioritise the actions and list them under the relevant strategies 

Describe what is to change or stay the same in the “planning policy” statements to inform the future 
Precinct Code. 

More detailed comments are provided overleaf to assist your officers to achieve a valid and accurate 
final Plan and restore the community’s confidence. We look forward to an acknowledgment of this 
submission. 

General  

The language is not sufficiently accurate therefore the meaning is open to interpretation. It is 
important to make clear:  

The plain facts uncovered by the study (findings); 

What is unambiguously future aspiration (use ‘could’ or ‘may’); and 

What the government is committing to do now or later. 

Executive Summary  

The Executive Summary should synthesise the key findings of chapters 1 to 4 that are then 
addressed in chapter 5 Tharwa into the future. Put simply, the Executive Summary should describe 
the ‘what’ and the ‘so what next’. 

The three aims of the Plan (paragraph 2) are generally supported. However the third aim about 
tourism and recreational opportunity, is insufficiently considered in early chapters. For example, the 
very significant recreation planning decisions and development investments of the 1970’s and 80’s, 
including Tourist Drive 5, are not accurately or sufficiently recorded. Therefore it is not clear where 
in this planning process this aim was generated. 

Similarly, there is no evidence presented for Tharwa' being ‘the gateway’ (paragraph 1). Although 
this is an appealing concept, the origins of the village are as a rural service centre. A reinvention of 
the village to serve this purpose could be beneficial, however this does not appear to be promoted 
through the outcomes and interventions. This is another example of the lacking ‘line of logic’ 
throughout the document. 

Study Area  

There are a number of basic errors to be corrected. 

Onyong’s grave site is incorrectly shown where Cuppacumbalong cemetery is. 

The Tharwa cemetery is part of the 1800’s subdivision and needs to be labelled and sufficiently 
considered as part of the site. 

Sawyers Gully is synonymous with Spring Creek and it is this name that is used for the waterway that 
intersects with the Gudgenby River. 
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The study area is not uniform or homogenous in physical qualities or land uses. Precincts are a useful 
way of considering the differences and place based possibilities, however the study area’s precincts 
are not discussed until chapter 5 Tharwa into the future. 

The text and precinct Map 16 omits description of parts of the study area. However, with insufficient 
description and analysis of the site’s varying topography, landscape and views (to or from the 
village), and historically different and distinct land uses, there is no justification given for the 
precinct boundaries into only three when there should be (at least) six. 

It is strongly recommended that this component of the draft Plan be relocated to an early chapter 
and have assessment of the study area with sufficient analysis of each precinct’s characteristics. This 
forms the evidence that justifies the outcome statements with their strategies and actions (including 
the interventions described on Maps 14 and 15 labelled as “Spatial framework”). 

Planning context 

There are a number of omissions to be corrected. 

The ACT’s Nature Conservation Strategy and ecosystems listed under the Australian Government’s 
Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act are referred to on Map 4 but not in the 
text. 

Similarly, the Lanyon Bowl Landscape Conservation Area, shown in part on Map 10 and fully on Map 
17, is a planning control that applies to the village. 

The “review of the existing Precinct Map and Code” from 2012 is mentioned but not what is in it. 
Including this (possibly in an appendix) would enable evaluation of what planning controls should or 
could be kept. 

Background and analysis 

The information provided should be more explicit and more thorough. There is much that is not said, 
which is understandable for a short document, but there is insufficient documentation of the history 
and of future trends. The document’s inaccuracies result in a skewed emphasis (or bias) expressed in 
the principles and outcomes. 

Some examples are: 

Demographics 

Today’s village population, number of dwellings and demographic characteristics are not described.  

The geographic extents of the “local Tharwa area” (75 people and 35 dwellings) and the “broader 
Tharwa area” (425 residents) are not made clear, nor the relevance of the population characteristics 
provided. 

In the past the village served the rural community from Tidbinbilla in the north, east to Queanbeyan 
and south to the ACT border. However the population catchment relevant to the village today is not 
described. To evaluate the village’s future potential, the area that it serves is important to 
understand. The historic relationship to the Tidbinbilla valley diminished with the growth of 
Canberra and construction of roads, particularly Point Hut crossing. 

The geographic area served today by Tharwa varies with uses and includes: social and recreational 
meeting place; postal services; Sunday worship; pre-school catchment; school bus pick up and drop 
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off; Southern bushfire brigade depot; refreshments; arts and crafts retail. There is no mention of 
future trends in recreation or the needs or views of the Canberra community regarding Tharwa. 

The nearby and expanding community of Smiths Road in NSW is a population group also to be 
considered for these uses, as its only access is via Tharwa. 

Public domain and connectivity 

The recreational public open spaces for swimming and picnicking were created in the 1980’s (access 
roads and carpark, picnic tables, rubbish service and toilets) as one of the recreation reserves for 
Canberrans along the Murrumbidgee and Paddy’s Rivers. All were accessed by the upgraded Tourist 
Drive 5, which is incorrectly recorded on page 23 as “the appearance of the main arterial roads in 
the early twentieth century…” 

Infrastructure 

What is not said about the water supply is that the houses are modest in size, consequently 
providing limited fresh drinking water off the roofs. All households in Tharwa have to pay for and 
manage their own drinking and non-potable water supply and storage. This includes buying it in with 
water tankers in dry times and making sure the original lead based paints on the roofs are not 
exposed. This is expected and normal for rural properties but is unlike every other rural village in the 
ACT. The use of the Murrumbidgee River by many people over summer impacts the water quality for 
residents. Public health concerns are the reason Tharwa’s recreation areas do not permit dogs. 

Environmental and natural hazards 

Flood risks are shown on Map 13 and bushfire risk, addressed in the Strategic Bushfire Management 
Plan is shown on Map 12. These significant hazards have not resulted in remedies or decisions in the 
strategies and actions. For example, the frequent ‘flooding-in’ of communities downstream of 
Tharwa and the potential need for evacuation from bushfire, could see Tharwa used (again) as a hub 
for evacuation or refuge. 

Challenges and opportunities 

A concise list is a helpful format to display key issues. However the items include opinions and 
development suggestions, not derived from the draft Plan’s early chapters. It is suggested that this 
section be carefully edited to remove evident biases and correct facts. 

Tharwa into the future 

This is a crucial chapter and it contains the proposals for change. However it is suggested that the 
character statement and the principles belong in previous chapters. 

Village Plan Structure (maps 14 and 15) 

The title of the section is village structure and maps are titled spatial framework, however some key 
spatial issues are not mentioned but should be to provide certainty. Some examples are mentioned 
below. 

Tharwa Drive – the possible road easement parallel and south of the bridge needs to either be 
removed and given to rural use or justified as needed for transport options 
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Village western edge –Tharwa Store outbuildings, water tanks and pipelines, plus the bushfire access 
track all need to be in the village and land management responsibilities (particularly for invasive 
weeds) allocated. 

The Common – the open space between Tharwa village and the Cuppacumbalong arts precinct is 
referred to by locals as the common. The boundary of the land for public recreation is defined by 
where the government mowing stops, however the area is much larger and clarity of purpose, 
ownership and use is warranted. 

Cuppacumbalong southern and eastern edges – the land adjacent to the Homestead is part of the 
heritage gardens but lease boundaries and access to the river for government staff are an untidy 
arrangement. 

Village expansion - also not addressed in the draft Plan but raised during the consultation period, the 
release of more blocks in or near the village should be clearly considered and a decision made 
through this process. 

Maps 14 and 15 show two types of proposed interventions, trails for recreational use and 
“landscape upgrades”. We cannot find in the community consultation document where these capital 
works are identified for priority expenditure of taxpayers funds. Nor does the draft Plan early 
chapters provide evidence of the pressing need for either. The suggested village square is in text but 
not on the map. With insufficient explanation or evidence of need these measures are not 
supported. 

Map 15 shows proposed sale of vacant (unleased Territory land) for five single detached dwellings. 
The sale of four of them is supported provided there are binding building controls (as exist for Hall) 
to retain the character of the village. The fifth block beside the Tidbinbilla Road at the northern entry 
into the village, is unsuited for this purpose due to existing constraints and is strongly not supported. 

The rezoning of the tennis courts from community use (CFZ) to commercial zone type 4 (CZ4) is not 
justified in the draft Plan The potential outcome of such a change is unlikely to benefit the village 
character or materially improve the long term environmental, social or economic sustainability. 
Consideration of change of use from a tennis court to a building (permissible under the current 
zoning) is not canvassed in the draft Plan. This change is strongly not supported. 

The block shown for “activation” is located at the entry to the village from the Tharwa Bridge. The 
intended activation uses and any government actions to make it happen are not described. The 
concept is not opposed, however with no proposed uses and changes unclear this is not supported. 

Vision 

The focus of the vision should be about meeting the present and future needs of the local non-urban 
community thereby better serving the needs of the wider Canberra community. A suggested revision 
is: 

Tharwa village progresses through continuing to serve as a hub for the rural community and a 
cherished recreational destination for Canberra, while conserving its heritage and essential qualities 
as a modest village in a pastoral setting. 

Character Statement 
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Character statements are needed for each precinct and belong earlier in the document as a result of 
site analysis. There are at least six precincts in the study area, with different characteristics and 
attributes, and each needing tailored outcomes, strategies, actions and policies. 

Principles 

The use of principles is welcomed as guidance for decision-making. These need to be short 
statements stated up-front, with notes explaining their origin and use. For example sustainable 
development is a valid principle as it is part of the Territory Plan. The text currently provided under 
each principle is a mix of precinct description and assessment, outcome possibilities and strategies 
and is therefore not appropriate. 

Principle 4 needs to be refined to ensure clarity of meaning and purpose. The draft Plan poorly 
defines the location of the study area’s “natural heritage” but it is protected by legislation. Plus it is 
not clear what “environmental value” is being referred to, surely social and economic values are also 
important. 

Principle 3 “ensure Tharwa is accessible and well connected” does not seem required. There is no 
explanation of any risk to the current access by road or foot and principles are not the mechanism to 
justify expansion of the recreational trails. 

Outcomes 

Outcome statements are needed for each precinct as a succinct summary of how to realise the 
vision. It is suggested that all outcome statements be revised and expanded providing precinct 
specific guidance (covering the entire study area). 

The three outcomes are insufficient in providing the necessary direction for the breadth of issues 
across the precincts. Some examples are described below. 

Outcome 1 covers the entire village area across all land use zones and is the only outcome provided 
for the village itself. It states: 

“the village core is an active recreational and creative hub for the community”. This is clearly 
insufficient to cover future land release or other pressing issues such as infrastructure. 

Outcome 2 covers an area much greater than the remnants of the historic property (the precinct is 
called historic Cuppacumbalong) and states: 

“homestead precinct will express and enhance the story of Tharwa”. This “story” is not defined and 
this statement is insufficient to guide the future of the arts and craft properties, the heritage listed 
components under different ownerships, the Outward Bound facility and a strip of grazing land west 
of Naas Road. 

Outcome 3 covers land in public and private ownership, grazed and ungrazed, inaccessible river 
banks and heavily used parkland. It states: 

“protect and enhance the natural environment”. 

Strategies and actions 

The strategies and actions are confused, with insufficient distinction between them. Strategies are 
statements of intent in support of the “outcomes”, while actions are precise and able to be done in a 
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nominated limited time. It is suggested that this portion of the Plan be redone to support the 
amendments to the outcomes. 

Planning policies 

The policies are the basis for the future Territory Plan Precinct Code consequently they need to be 
written in a manner easily adapted to this purpose. 

The purpose of policy is to make clear what is desirable and possible to change in future, what is to 
be kept and why, and what the decision making ‘rules’ will be for changes. 

Policies need to be provided for each of the precincts of the study area some suggested examples 
are: 

Signage and road furniture – keep visual clutter to a minimum as befitting a heritage area, and unify 
all interpretive and wayfinding signs with a limited pallet of designs, materials and colours. 

Stormwater systems – do not concentrate overland flows with kerbs, gutters, culverts and pipes, 
rather using grass swales and earth berms to manage flows. 

Roads and access ways – use a minimum of hard surfaces and a palette of materials suitable to rural 
settings such as gravel and asphalt not concrete. 

Buildings – regardless of land use zone, all buildings to be modest in size and mass, no more than 
two storeys, with materials and colours that respect and reflect the heritage and landscape setting 
of that portion of the precinct. 

Implementation 

Chapter 6 Implementation needs a greater level of commitment to timing for the actions to be done 
by government agencies or utilities. These investments are mostly necessary precursors to kick start 
or enable the sought after private sector and community investment and activation. 

Submission 6 – Email received 19 September 2017 – Resident 

As members of the local community we raise the following issues with the draft Plan. 

Tennis courts and historic hall area – do not support change of land use zone. This must remain as 
community use as an intrinsic part of the village hub. 

Water supply – having water supply is a basic right and should be provided and maintained by the 
government like other rural villages in Australia. 

Blocks for new houses – support land release for four of the five blocks however not block 2 section 
9, as this is the back yard for block 1 and an inappropriate entry approach route into the village. 

Suggested land release - as per Figure 2 original Tharwa Plan, further blocks could be created from 
sections 11 and 13 to provide residential blocks to increase population. 

Map 15 Land for activation – doesn’t make sense, a suggestion is that Blocks 10 and 11 be 
amalgamated with a wide road verge used, as it is now, for event signage and public amenity. 

Map 15 proposed street trees – these are preposterous in this location. The landscape upgrade 
could be beneficial on Block 11 Section 7. 
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Primary school – a larger village and surrounding district could support a primary school. Re-opening 
the school would reinvigorate the village and bring back this lost cultural hub. Children from nearby 
Canberra could attend to boost numbers. 

Tharwa Drive road easement – this is redundant due to investment in the original bridge and 
therefore should be de-gazetted and allowed to belong to current users. 

“New shared pathway” – unnecessary and not useful and waste of money 

“Explorer track” – support proposed investment. 

This existing but unmaintained track could attract visitors if track was upgraded, grass mown and 
with interpretive signage. Dogs on leads could be allowed with poo pick up. 

Submission 7 – Email received 22 September 2017 – Resident  

I would like to express my concern about the proposed release of 5 additional building blocks in the 
village. 

I understand that the majority of the people in the core village are against this development. At the 
meeting with your Department last year a lot of people expressed an opinion, some of them with a 
very tenuous relationship to Tharwa. This created a skewed impression. I would appreciate if the 
opinion of the immediate stakeholders was taken more seriously. A few observations regarding the 
Village Plan: 

I fail to understand why "place making" would include adding more buildings and reduce green 
areas. 

It never struck me during the 17 years I lived in Tharwa that the main street was poorly defined or 
that there was a lack of cohesion between the northern and southern parts of the village or for that 
matter ever since. Actually I had and have friends in both parts. 

I like to point out that a community garden was tried in the Cuppa precinct but was never the 
success it was meant to be due to lack of interest. Forget about an orchard. 

The most important focus of the community disappeared with the school and the most pressing 
problem in the village is the substandard water supply. The school was taken away from us by the 
government, the water supply seems to be put in the too hard basket by the Village Plan. I cannot 
avoid the impression that all this is a way to raise a quick couple of million bucks and ignoring the 
more pressing issues. 

Farming might have been the mainstay of the village a generation or more ago but today the village 
has become dependent on jobs in Canberra, talking about sustainability is meaningless. 

Also I fail to see how five additional households will make a significant difference to the existing craft 
businesses or the viability of Tharwa. 

I could go on like this but will bore you no longer. 

Call me a nimby if you like but I wonder what the reaction of the good citizens of O'Connor would be 
if the number of houses were to be increased by 40%. 
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Submission 8 – Email received 22 September 2017 – Resident 

I know you have put a lot of effort into developing the Tharwa draft plan but would just like to say 
how disappointed I was that 5 housing blocks were going to be released in the village a 38% increase 
in the number of houses in the Village, something unlikely to get up in any other Canberra suburb. It 
seems it was decided to ignore the petition that we sent, in fact the petition was misrepresented in 
the draft plan (I have sent a separate email regarding this). 

For over a century and spanning many administrations the prevailing planning wisdom at the end of 
the day has been to leave Tharwa as it is. If there was a time when practical considerations like 
distance from employment opportunities, amenities and such like was an issue those days are surely 
gone. Canberra has spread out towards the village to be no more than a 10 min drive to 
supermarkets, health care, nursing homes etc, all facilitated by a rebuilt bridge affording excellent 
access to Canberra. So what has changed that makes it now necessary to release these blocks? It 
strikes me there is nothing to gain and rather a lot to lose. 

Some reasons not to release the housing blocks: 

Tharwa’s lack of development over the years is not a deficiency but an asset something appreciated 
by very many Canberrans. It is one of last places in the ACT to remain so. For visitors it makes a 
connection between the past and the present in a real and uncontrived way. This was missed in the 
Plan. 

By definition and inescapably this development puts increased pressure on the river and environs 
and seems at odds with the principles set out in the plan. 

The plan talks a lot of energy efficiency, sustainability etc but then recommends building on sites 
with no existing infrastructure thus requiring an increased input of resources compared to building 
in town, this seems inconsistent. 

Regarding Block 4 section 7 

This vacant block was chosen as a key Strategic Fire Fighting Advantage Zone for a good reason 
it protects that side of the village, adjacent properties and the heritage listed school behind. It 
makes sense to have the zone here. 

This block was the site of the Tharwa tip at one time and would need excavating and remedial work 
if released. 

Building on this block would remove the only sight lines to the water from the school and is also 
something of a wildlife corridor (yes we do have kangaroos and wombats walking the streets there is 
even a special wombat gate in the school fence). 

As I think you have already been informed the “shared path” on Bridge St removes vehicular access 
to several houses! This would involve a walk of over 100m from the car park by the bridge to my 
house something of an inconvenience when carrying shopping. I am assuming this is a simple 
mistake. 

With regard to sustainability, Tharwa has managed this rather well going back before Canberra was 
built, we aren’t an outback town where the abattoir got shut down and nobody knows what to do 
we are listed as a Canberra suburb. We are essentially fine and don’t have to spend the soul of the 
village fixing a problem that doesn’t exist. 
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Submission 8 – Email received 22 September 2017 – Resident 

Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the Tharwa Village - Draft Village Plan (Draft 
Plan). 

Overall, while we note and generally support the principles outlined in the Draft Plan as 
underpinning future development of Tharwa, we do not believe that the document adequately 
represents these principles, and is missing a valuable opportunity to develop Tharwa in a sustainable 
and individual manner. 

We do not support a number of aspects of the Draft Plan and believe there can be significant 
improvements in the Plan, including more meaningful, follow-up consultation with locals so the final 
plan better represents the views of the broader Tharwa community. 

We have outlined our key concerns below and would be happy to provide further detail or 
explanation of our views. Please note that while we participated in the first data collection stage of 
the study (undertaken by your consultants in about 2015) we were unable to attend the community 
consultation workshop(s). 

Potentially misleading consideration of the Lanyon Bowl Area and the implications for Block 11 – 2 
North Street.  

The ACT Mapi http://app.actmapi.act.gov.au/actmapi/index.html?viewer=tp Territory Plan and 
National Capital Authority indicates the Lanyon Bowl Area (LBA) includes Tharwa. This is supported 
by the National Capital Plan 1990 (December 1990) Section 8.4.1 Lanyon Bowl Area and the 
associated Figure 27. 

The Draft Plan recognises the Lanyon Bowl Area. For example stating on p12: ‘Development in the 
Murrumbidgee River Corridor and the Lanyon Bowl areas are subject to special requirements and are 
administered by the ACT Government through the Territory Plan to ensure compliance with the 
special requirements of the National Capital Plan.’ 

The Draft Plan, however, appears to ignore the Lanyon Bowl Area and the associated requirements 
in regard to many aspects of the plan. The following are of particular concern: 

The draft plan does not identify that Tharwa Village is within the Lanyon Bowl Area 

Page v states: 

‘The Lanyon Bowl, also known as the Lanyon Landscape Conservation Reserve, extends from Point 
Hut to Tharwa. It contains the historic Lanyon and Lambrigg homesteads, which are located within a 
shared historic rural landscape setting. The reserve is a visual catchment area and is significant for its 
preserved and accessible landscape, which bears the imprint of successive phases of nineteenth and 
twentieth century rural development.’ The Draft Plan does not clearly indicate that all of Tharwa is 
within the Lanyon Bowl. 

The Draft Plan ignores the Lanyon Bowl Area polices in regard to its proposal in relation to Block 11, 
Section 7 (2 North Street) proposing the block as ‘land for activation’ (map 15). Page 12 of the Draft 
Plan states: 

‘Development along the corridor is managed in accordance with the general policies of the National 
Capital Plan, including the Special Requirements for Murrumbidgee River Corridor and Lanyon Bowl 

http://app.actmapi.act.gov.au/actmapi/index.html?viewer=tp
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Area and the Murrumbidgee River Corridor Policy Plan, the requirements of the Territory Plan and 
the Murrumbidgee River Corridor Plan of Management 1998. 

Similar consideration of the Lanyon Bowl status needs to be given in relation to Block 11, Section 7 
which has a very prominent and visual location in the Tharwa Village landscape and the Lanyon Bowl 
Area (i.e. being the view from the Lanyon Bridge when travelling south). The draft plan does not give 
any direct consideration of the Lanyon Bowl Area when discussing the proposal in relation to this 
block. The Draft Plan proposes to ‘Use vacant Territory-owned land not suitable for land release for 
‘light and quick’ community initiated projects that could build momentum for short-term 
revitalisation of the village, such as Block 11 Section 7’. 

The Draft Plan also proposes 

‘Investigate opportunities for community gardens as a means for educating and sharing knowledge 
about food production, healthy eating, recycling and environmental practices at a local level.’ (P56) 
and 

‘Subject to approvals by the ACT Government, the Tharwa community is encouraged to explore ways 
to use the vacant or underutilised facilities in the village core for low cost, rapidly implemented, 
community initiated projects that would build momentum for short-term revitalisation of the village. 
Short-term initiatives could include a community garden and orchard, a farm shop, produce market, 
a co-working space, a pop-up seasonal cafe or a sustainable living hub.’ (P 61). 

This infers these types of activities – such as a pop up café - could be suitable uses for Block 11, 
Section 7. Our view is that such uses would not be consistent with the prominent location of this 
block in the Lanyon Bowl Area, and the Draft Plan does not give due consideration to the landscape 
protection given to the Lanyon Bowl Area by the National Capital Authority Plan. 

We also do not believe that these examples of developments/activities would be appropriate for the 
‘gateway location’ that this block has in regard to the Tharwa Village (refer to comments below). 

Inappropriate proposed land use adjoining residential houses 

Again in relation to Block 11, Section 7, the area is zoned residential, and any proposed use that 
would result in an increase in usage, activity, noise or visual impact greater that what could be 
expected from residential activity would negatively impact on the amenity of the neighbouring 
residence; and would be inappropriate. This is of particular concern given the relatively small size of 
the block and hence the proximity to the neighbouring house. 

Accordingly, we object to the proposal for ‘Land for Activation” with the inference in the draft plan 
(p 56 and 61) that community gardens, pop up coffee shop, etc, could be considered. These activities 
would significantly impact on the amenity of the neighbouring residential block and hence are 
inappropriate. This proposal means the residential blocks 9 and 10 Section 7 would be sandwiched 
between potentially busy (in the future) CFS Community Facilities zone/community use blocks at the 
school and on Block 11 Section 7. This would significantly impact the amenity and privacy for these 
residential blocks. We also note that some of the inferred uses would require rezoning, e.g. a pop up 
cafe. If this proposal in the Draft Plan continues to be reflected in the Final Plan then we believe 
residential amenity of adjoining blocks (e.g. Block 10 Section 7) will be severely impacted and hence 
consideration would need to be given rezoning other neighbouring residential blocks to enable 
commercial use for all. 
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It is also noted that: 

There are other more suitable locations available for most of the proposed/potential uses, such as 
the pop up café - for example, this could be provided through a hawker permit/ licence using the 
relatively low usage car park in the reserve. 

There is ample space in the recreational reserve for visitor activities; accordingly there is no need to 
impose development in the residential zoned area. 

Little consideration was given to the visually prominent gateway location of Block 11. (A much more 
appropriate use of this area could be to make it a native landscaped garden entrance to Tharwa). 

Inadequate consideration given to linkage between Tharwa, Namadgi National Park, Angle Crossing, 
Lanyon Bowl Area, and neighbouring areas of Tuggeranong. 

In this regard we high recommend that consideration be given to: 

Priority development of a bike path / shared use path (separated from the road, gravel or sealed) 
linking the southern suburbs of Tuggeranong (Gordon and Banks) to Tharwa. This would be of 
wonderful community recreational asset which would offer opportunities for families, groups of 
road riders, etc, to cycle safely to Tharwa. Tharwa and neighbouring area roads are very popular 
with cyclists which can lead to conflict between road users, however, providing a bike/ shared use 
path would reduce the danger to cyclists and pedestrians from motor vehicles (even if not 
completely eliminating all user conflict)! 

The value of the area to walkers and cyclists could be further enhanced by developing a gravel cycle 
track loop extending from Tharwa to Point Hut crossing 

A further improvement would involve developing a cycle/shared use path from Tharwa to Namadgi 
National Park (again separated from the road), providing access to Cuppacumbalong, artisan 
properties along Naas Road, past the model aeroplane facility near the intersection with Smiths 
Road, and ending at Namadgi Visitor Centre. 

Inadequate Water Supply for Tharwa 

As the draft Plan acknowledges, the current water supply for Tharwa is completely unsuitable for a 
small village. There is no potable water provided in the village, other than rainwater collected at 
individual properties. The current Murrumbidgee River supply of non-potable water is rudimentary, 
the facilities (pipes/tanks) are very old and not sustainable in the medium term. 

There is no adequate water supply for firefighting and as the Draft Plan states (page 15): The village 
is in a designated Bushfire Prone Area (BPA)—a risk-based map that depicts the area of the ACT that 
has been assessed as being at high risk for life and property due to bushfires. Assets on urban or rural 
property in Tharwa identified in the BPA to be at risk from the impact of bushfires include critical and 
social infrastructure, businesses (including agricultural production operated by rural landholders), 
water catchments, cultural heritage and environmental assets (including threatened species and 
ecological communities). 

The water supply issue is critical for the future of the Village, but is not resolved in the Draft Plan as 
it is still being considered by Government. 

Rezoning of the tennis court and hall blocks 
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We are concerned about the proposal to rezone the blocks containing the Tharwa Hall and tennis 
courts. These are important facilities for the Tharwa community. We are concerned that any 
rezoning may impact the future of these important community facilities and hence we do not 
support the proposed rezoning. 

Nature of Future Development 

As the Draft Plan outlines, past studies and plans have recognised the unusual character of Tharwa 
and have sought to provide: ‘for changing needs and future development while seeking to preserve 
and protect the essential visual and historic character of the village’. The 1983 NCDC plan: 
specifically intended to provide for limited ‘residential development and some provision for tourist-
oriented recreational or craft activities, where these are of a type compatible with the rural nature of 
the village’. 

We believe it is important that the Village Plan fully embraces this objective. If Tharwa is opened up 
for higher density development the rural character of the village will be destroyed and it will become 
just another urban development on the edge of Canberra, rather than increase its value as a special 
example of rural life from the 19th century. 

Submission 9 – Email received 26 September 2017 – Resident 
My apologies for my late submission I have been travelling and was not aware of the draft plan till 
last week. 

I have not had time to have much more than a cursory glance at the document but have found a few 
items which concern me. 

• I am very concerned with the proposal to rezone our community space to Commercial 
and categorically reject this proposal. Our Hall is not underutilised at all and is a 
Community hub with huge heritage value. In addition our community has spent much 
time and money on the Community tennis courts which through no fault of the 
community, lays unutilised because of the incredible red-tape and insurance barriers put 
in place by the ACT Government. The tennis courts are used for community events to 
safely house playing children and our community would far better served with an 
enclosed playground than a commercial venture. Or you could give the Tharwa Tennis 
Club and exemption to the ridiculous impediments placed on it and allow the courts to 
be used for purpose. 

• I note there is no plan in place for any upgrading or assistance with the service of 
amenities for the Tharwa Community. Everything in this plan seems to be focused on 
increasing the access to visitors to our town. The release of the five blocks will increase 
the villages UCV and thus our rates and what exactly will we be receiving as a result? Our 
water system has now failed, our telephone services antiquated, our internet 
connection is appalling, our septics non-compliant and our excess water drainage 
systems overgrown with weeds or completely blocked. The additional burden on the 
villages amenities releasing the additional blocks and increasing visitor numbers with a 
lack of infrastructure upgrade will ultimately only harm the environment we are trying 
to protect. I am also doubtful that the release the blocks will change the demographics 
of the village as far as age is concerned. Our “young” Community members will be 
unlikely to be able to afford these new blocks so the demographics of the village will 
only change marginally. I would love to see you release the land to our Communities 
young folk at a reasonable cost to keep our Community reinvigorated and healthy. 
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• It should be noted that when I speak about the Community I am referring to the rural 
community of Tharwa not the Canberra Community. As in most rural communities it 
takes time and effort to become a member of that Community. For a successful 
implementation you need to work with the Community and not do things to it. The 
Tharwa Community will be mistrusting of the “Government” and you will need to work 
pretty hard to convince us that your plan is has our best interests at heart, especially in 
light of many years of neglect and closures. The closure of our School cut to the heart of 
our Community and we do not forgive easily. The downturn of our Village can be directly 
related to the neglect and mismanagement of the ACT Government who has preferred 
to ignore us. 

• In relation to some of the maps there seems to be a difference in what is actually in 
place. I have attached a scanned version of Map 7 noting the current fencing and block 
placement. Please note that the fence line for all items is incorrect and really should be 
updated in ALL the Maps to correctly reflect the current arrangements. These 
inaccuracies cause issues in relation to fencing and land usage of the “vacant land” 
spaces. Who will be responsible for the fencing to bring the village in line with the 
current and proposed plans. 

• I am interested to note who will be looking after (mowing) the proposed “unused” 
spaces brought about by the proposed plan. Ie. Block 5, which will no longer be able to 
be managed as grazing land. 

• I am a user of the “vacant land” as I keep my horses on these spaces with the consent of 
the lessee. Please note Blocks 8, 2, 6 and 5 are part of a private lease and are not in 
actual fact “vacant”. I am a little concerned that you refer to these areas as unutilised as 
I am very much utilising them. I keep the grasslands controlled and spend a lot of money 
and time on weed control. My horses are my recreation and lack of access to horse 
paddocks under the proposed plan would be very concerning to me and my family.  

• I also note that one of the houses has been incorrectly labelled as a reserve (10) in Map 
5. 

• In Map 15 it has been muted that street trees be put in to “invite” visitors to our town. 
Can you please advise if you will be planting said trees in the scoop water drain or on our 
properties and in my case, under the power lines? 

• I find this lack of accuracy of your plan concerning and like a number of the “thought 
bubbles” in this plan completely out of step with the rules and regulations of a number 
of ACT Government agencies. For example it seems a little crazy to suggest things like a 
Village garden on a block of land which is often used for parking and when there will be 
no infrastructure to provide water; increasing visitors numbers without any thought to 
increased parking; increasing pedestrian access without reducing the speed of vehicles 
going through the Village or upgrading the laneways to one-way and local access only. 

• I am a little confused about your Map of underutilised areas which also encompass areas 
around the Community Hall. Frankly this is over zealous. The areas are used for access to 
the Hall, toilets and tennis courts and is a Community space and is not unused space at 
all. It may be ugly and need a tidy up but it is being used. 

• While in principle I agree with the pedestrian walkways I cannot see any risk analysis in 
the plan. As per my comments 18 months ago. I am concerned with the laneways being 
dual use zones for cars and pedestrians. The laneways are small and in the case of 
Clarrie lane the verges are waterlogged and you cannot pass two cars. With the 
proposed opening of the lane as a thoroughfare you will be encouraging traffic to go 
down this road and it is not safe to then include pedestrian access. 
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• I am in agreement with the need of better cycle ways from Canberra and around the 
loop. The use of the roads in their current state is downright dangerous. In addition the 
National Horse trail needs a new route around Mount Tennant. This route is dangerous 
to both horse and rider and the motorist. In most cases Horses are floated around this 
area. Camping is not encouraged at Cuppacubalong woolshed, there is limited water 
available and as a result the horse community has a poor view of our Village. 

• As a dog and horse owner in Tharwa I note there is still no consideration for Village 
residents to exercise our animals without breaking the law. 

• I also note there is no consideration or solution for the ongoing unacceptable behaviour 
of “hoons” under the bridge and the north end of the village green and its effects on the 
residents. 

• I have been travelling for the past 6 weeks around Australia and understand your 
comments in relation to the accessibility of our Village to the wider community. I would 
personally like to see a free camping area set up on the north side of the river corridor. I 
believe this would reduce unacceptable behaviour and increase visitor numbers 
exponentially. Free camping is a huge growth industry around Australia and done well 
can breathe life into small rural communities. 

• I would like to see the School precinct used for commercial purposes and Community 
access. A community gym, a museum or cultural centre. Use of the school grounds for a 
community market and the yearly Tharwa fair. 

• The Village green was historically an area for Villagers to use for Community gardens or 
the keep the house cow and horse. I note that this area is not been considered in the 
plan at all. 

• I don’t actually have any objections to the release of the five blocks but note that 
development of Tharwa was restricted due to environmental concerns. Have these 
concerns been conveniently fixed over the past 50 years? Specifically, block 2 was not 
developed because of issues with access to the topography, road access and the 
watercourse limiting access. Block 4 has a fibro house buried underneath it, with 
significant asbestos risk (will the Government be doing remedial work before putting up 
for auction or will that be the new home owners concern). Block 8 has a Commercial 
lease not accurately noted in the plan and Block 6 sits outside the village as it currently 
stands. Block 6 release will require a number of fencing changes and access to the 
grazing licences. Who will be responsible for this? 

• Can you confirm if the Government be releasing the blocks themselves or will they be 
selling to a developer? 

• Can you please note in the plan that the grazing of animals when successfully managed 
are most definitely part of the fire management plan for the village. 
 

Sorry for the dot point dump I did not have time to review and condense my concerns. 

Submission 10 – Email received 13 October 2017 –Tharwa Community Association 
Incorporated 

Further to our email of Friday 22 September 2017, we confirm our Association represents a number 
of Tharwa residents and this letter represents our responses to the Draft Village Plan that was 
provided to us in early August 2017. 
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We are strongly concerned about the limited timing we have been given to respond to the draft 
Plan. As you will appreciate there are many residents we need to consult with in order to adequately 
address our concerns. 

Whilst this letter outlines a number of our thoughts on the matter, we would appreciate the 
opportunity for a nominated group of our committee to be able to meet regularly with the 
Government t during the development process and prior to any final plan being released. This would 
allow for comment and feedback along the way, and could be beneficial to both parties in saving 
time in the long run. 

There are many aspects of the draft Plan that have been well received by the Association and its 
members, and these include the key recommendations outlined on page 2 of the Plan. These key 
recommendations are as follows: 

'Make the Village core an appealing, social, re creational and creative hub for the local community 
while also attracting visitors to experience the qualities of a rural village lifestyle. 

Ensure Cuppacumbalong Homestead Precinct expresses and enhances the story of Tharwa. 

Protect and enhance Tharwa's history (both Aboriginal and European) and unique natural 
environment. 

Protect and enhance the natural environment, particularly improving the riparian zone of the 
Murrumbidgee River to benefit recreation opportunities.' 

We take this opportunity to outline some of the concerns the Association has with the draft Plan. 
These concerns are as follows: 

We oppose changing the zoning of the Hall and tennis courts from CFZ Community Facility to CZ4 
Local Centre for commercial use. These two assets are vital community assets and these should be 
strictly retained for community facility use. 

The lifeblood of the Community was the former Primary School and when it was taken away from 
the Community, the Community then turned to utilise the two remaining community facilities for 
future gatherings. If the zoning of these two community facilities changes, we are concerned that 
the Government may then sell these important community use assets and we will be left without 
any community facilities in the Village. 

There are a number of options that could be considered for these community areas and a better 
alternative might be to upgrade one of the courts for the purpose of tennis and install a playground 
on the other court so that families could gather for recreation activity in the Village whilst their 
children could play in a fenced area. 

There are currently 22 children attending the Preschool and as this precludes any other use on the 
entire site during the day we think the best option and our preferred option is for an Infant School. 
We would consider it a great opportunity for Tharwa if in addition to Preschool, the school offered a 
Kindergarten to Year 2 program. 

Tharwa Precinct Code - we would like to be involved in the development of the new Tharwa Precinct 
Code - any changes will impact our existing and future residents. 

The proposed new shared cycle/pathway to connect the Village with the craft businesses, 
Cuppacumbalong and Outward Bound is a great idea, however the proposed pathway identified 
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on page 51 crosses a blind corner on Naas Road. We recommend further analysis of safety issues 
and resident/community impact is required before agreeing on a final route. We propose a better 
solution would be to have the path follow Naas Road to the bridge and then follow the Road up 
North Street to the General Store. 

Land Release - the Association recognises that this is a divisive issue within the community with 
strong support and strong opposition for the sales. As such we do not provide an overall 
community view on the concept, but if sales were to occur we propose the sale of 3 of the 5 Blocks 
be sold to first home buyers. This would provide some of the next generation of locals the 
opportunity to purchase these Blocks and then remain in the Village that they love. There are 
many locals in the 15-34 year age bracket who have not been identified in the plan and who could 
be interested in purchasing these Blocks and it would provide a significant social benefit to the 
community. 

Infrastructure - whilst the draft Plan does highlight the struggles that the Village face with 
lack of adequate infrastructure, it does not adequately address these issues for a Village 
keen to improve outcomes for its residents and surrounding district. On page 61, the plan 
does not place satisfactory emphasis on improving vital infrastructure within the Village. 
Water, internet and phone services are extremely unreliable and we request that the Plan 
include upgrading the water infrastructure. The lack of sewage is also an issue we would like to 
discuss. In addition it would be a major improvement if the plan included a recycling depot 
within the Village for rural landholders so that they do not have to drive t heir recycling into 
town on a frequent basis. 

Capital Works for Public Domain Upgrades - we are concerned about what plans may be in 
place for upgrading the forecourt to the General Store. We would definitely like this area to 
retain its rural feel, and not become like a suburban shopping centre carpark. We consider any 
changes to parking by designating spaces would actually reduce the availability of car parking 
and it could impact on the ability of the fire trucks to access the fire shed. We also consider 
there to be a significant need to improve parking under the bridge. 

Submission 11 – Email received 21 September 2017 –ACT Equestrian Association 

The ACT Equestrian Association Incorporated (ACTEA) and the Bicentennial National Trail Ltd (BNT) 
are two ACT organisations concerned with the conditions for equestrian use of the BNT through 
Tharwa, referred to in the Tharwa Draft Village Plan. ACTEA is an association of seventeen 
equestrian clubs based in the ACT and surrounding area. The BNT is the multi-use (walkers, cyclists 
and equestrians) recreational trail from Cooktown in Queensland to Healesville in Victoria. 

In December 2011 the then Territory and Municipal Services Directorate of the ACT Government, the 
Bicentennial National Trail Ltd and the ACT Equestrian Association Inc executed a Memorandum of 
Understanding establishing guiding principles for management and use of the BNT through the ACT. 
This MOU is attached. 

The Present Situation 

Currently, from the north, the BNT enters Tharwa along Naas Road via Tidbinbilla Road from Point 
Hut Crossing. Here the wide, mown grass verge on the side of the road is suited to horses and 
walkers. Cyclists use the bitumen. From the south the approach to Tharwa is from the campsite at 
Namadgi National Park Visitor Centre along the Naas Road. 
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Tharwa Village store is an important stop for collection of forward posted parcels and purchase of 
food and supplies for trekkers. The village also provide a resting place and toilet facilities. From the 
south the last post office/shop is at Khancoban which is two weeks travel distance on the trail so 
Tharwa is a significant stop. 

Both day and long distance trekkers rest in the park and use the facilities. A tie up rail on flat ground 
in the vicinity the toilets would be an advantage for trekkers with equines. A separate secure rack for 
bikes with panniers is also needed either in the reserve or close to the shop. 

Currently the BNT continues south on the very narrow verge of Naas Road. This is extremely 
dangerous as there is considerable motor traffic and the road is marked for an 80km hour speed 
limit outside the village. A short distance south of Tharwa a dip in the road converges onto a one 
lane bridge over Spring Station Creek. Walkers and equestrians with pack horses travel at 
approximately 5-6km hour. A car travelling at 80km an hour on a road without a verge allows little 
time or opportunity for a horse rider, likely to be leading a pack horse, to move away quickly. 

Trekkers in the Tharwa vicinity are likely to be present at times mornings and evenings when local 
residents are also travelling to work and school because of the distances to and from other 
campsites. At weekends Tharwa village is a well-known motor bike destination and the noise can 
increase risks for horse riders. 

Trekkers, whether walkers cyclists or equestrians, now share the camping facility behind Namadgi 
Visitors Centre where they are safe in a sheltered area and have access to Visitor Centre facilities. It 
is at the Centre where camping fees are paid and codes to locked gates in Namadgi National Park are 
obtained and trekkers register their trek through Namadgi. This is an excellent shared camp site with 
Outward Bound and Alpine Walking Track users. Statistics of equines on the BNT are held by 
Namadgi Visitor Centre and also by the BNT ACT Section Coordinator and BNT Company Secretary. 

In a letter from Chief Minister Andrew Barr date 5 October 2016 he stated the following: 

The Bicentennial National Trail will remain open and safe at all times and will be integrated into any 
planning processes which might impact upon it. 

At the moment the BNT route through Tharwa could not be said to meet this standard. In the 
interests of amenity and safety the BNT and ACTEA suggest the BNT route in the vicinity of Tharwa 
should be changed. 

A Suggested Improvement 

The BNT route could follow the current Explorers Trail from the Tharwa Bridge Reserve to the De 
Salis cemetery. Currently this is a track well-used by Outward Bound and most suited for the 
equestrian and walkers. From there a clearly delineated track continues on to a point where Spring 
Station Creek meets the Gudgenby River. Here the track becomes quite steep and would need some 
stabilisation and treatment to reduce the angle of ascent/descent for horses. There are also 
blackberries in this part of the track, the removal of which would widen it to around 5metres. 

Once over Spring Station Creek the track continues along beside the rural fence line to Smiths Road 
from where it is possible to use the road verge back to the Naas Road at a point where it has a more 
traveller friendly verge. 

The BNT Section Coordinator, whilst walking the route from the Tharwa Reserve to Smiths Road 
Bridge met two young girls having an after school horse ride and they expressed how concerned 
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they were using the side of the road. Changes to the BNT route in the Tharwa village area as 
suggested in this submission would also enable local residents to enjoy safer horse riding. 

If these proposals for route changes are adopted adequate signage indicating the new route as an 
equestrian route should be erected. 

Corrections 

Some corrections are needed to the text of Tharwa Draft Village Plan. In the Draft Village Plan the 
BNT is referred to as National Bicentennial Trail. Please correct these references to read Bicentennial 
National Trail. These references are on p.30, last paragraph, left hand column, and p. 31 Map 9 
legend. 
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